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Synchronization analysis methods



Tested platforms - hardware



General observations

1 Crossing sockets is a killer (2-7.5x increase in latency).
2 Sharing within a socket is necessary but not sufficient

(problems with incomplete cache).
3 Intra-socket (non-)uniformity (distance from LLC) does

matter (approx. 1.7x increase in latency).
4 LL/SC can be as expensive as atomic operations (due to

fences).
5 Message passing shines when contention is very high.
6 None of the tested locking schemes we consider consistently

outperforms any other one.
7 Simple locks (spin/ticket locks) perform best when contention

is low.



Synchronization levels

Hardware based

Cache-coherence (MESI protocol, snooping/directory caching)

Software based
1 spin locks
2 queue locks
3 hierarchical locks
4 pthread mutex
5 message passing



Cache-coherence

MESI protocol
1 Modified: stale data in memory, no other cache has a copy
2 Exclusive: data are up-to-date in memory, no other cache has

a copy
3 Shared: data are up-to-date in memory and other caches

might have copies
4 Invalid: data are invalid

Coherence implementations
1 snooping: individual caches monitor any traffic on the

addresses they hold in order to ensure coherence
2 directory-based: directory keep informations about caches and

is responsible for coherence and updating data



Tested platforms

Opteron

48 cores/4 MCM (multi-chip modules). Each MCM has two 6-core
dies with independent memory controllers, max 2-hops distance.
MOESI cache protocol (Owned: modified, other caches has copy).
Directory-based cache-coherence.

Xeon

80 cores/8 sockets, max 2-hops distance.
inclusive caches/write-back LLC
Snooping cache-coherence
MFESI cache protocol (Forward: shared, only one cache loads
data).



Tested platforms - topologies



Tested platforms

Niagara

Uniform communication with cache.
2 CPU/8 cores/64 hardware threads.

Tilera

Non-uniform communication with cache.
Implements Dynamic Distributed Cache.
36 cores



Tested platforms - latencies



Tested platforms - latencies



Load/store testing

1 cross socket synchronization is about 2-7x slower
2 snooping performs better than directory-based caching
3 uniformness matters



Opteron - enhance locality

1 using ticket locking with prefetchw x86 instruction
2 unsafe, but performs better



Opteron - locality



Stressing atomic operations

1 each thread tries atomic operation and pause for some
number cycles

2 preventing processor optimalizations and instruction pipelining



Atomic operations - performance



Uncontested locking

1 measuring lock latency based on distance from previous holder
2 cross-socket communication is bottleneck



Uncontested locking - performance



Low/high contention locking

1 same methodology as for atomic operations
2 pthread mutexes are rather slow
3 simple locks perform better in low contention, but complex in

high



Low/high contention locking



Low/high contention locking



Message passing

1 one-to-one communication: Tilera performs best (message
passing hardware support)

2 client-server communication: request-response more effective,
message passing perfoms best for high contention



Message passing performance



Hashtable performance

1 operations: 0.8 get, 0.1 put, 0.1 remove
2 lock-based hashtables performs better for low contention

(Tilera unperforms)
3 message-passing-based hashtables performs better for high

contention



Hashtables performance



Memcached (key/value store) performance

1 using libslock instead of pthread mutexes
2 get - little effect in test, bottlenecks do not concern

synchronization
3 set - atomic-operations-based locks performs better than

mutexes on all platforms



Memcached (key/value store) performance


